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Between the 28th of April and 2nd of May 2014, the European Association of Erasmus Coordinators (EAEC) in cooperation with the European Association of Career Guidance successfully organized the 10th annual ERASMUS Congress and Exhibition – ERACON 2014, in Nicosia Cyprus. The
Congress was held under the patronage of Mrs Androulla Vassiliou, EU Commissioner for Education, Culture, Multilingualism and Youth. In parallel, the European Association of Career Guidance
(EACG), organized the 5th Annual European Career Guidance Conference – CAREER-EU 2014.
The 5th Annual CAREER-EU
and Alumni Office, Budapest
Conference 2014 offered the
Business School, Hungary,
opportunity to career guid“Using personality and skills
ance counsellors, experts on
diagnostic tools for the sevocational training issues, as
lection of potential univerwell as representatives of the
sity students, by Demetris
European projects on career
Vassilakkas, Future Advisor
guidance and employment to
Career Development, Lardeliver presentations and
naca, Cyprus, “Effective
exchange ideas and expericareer guidance via strong
ence on issues such as qualschool-employer links: ExERACON 2014 - CAREER EU 2014
ity assurance for career guidamples from Switzerland,
ance, best practices in career counselling, United Kingdom and Turkey”, by Roger Hessel, Vice
good practices to obtain employability in -President of European Association of Career Guidtime of crisis, universities-enterprises coop- ance, Lecturer at TOBB Economics and Technology
eration, mobility and career, as well as on the University of Ankara, Senior Fellow at Economic Policy
new ERASMUS+ Programme.
Foundation of Turkey.
Some of the Conference’s main topics presented
and discussed were “Strengthening training
opportunities for international youth”, by
Stefan Jahnke, President of the Erasmus Student Network, “Optimizing the outcomes for
vocational guidance counselling and vocational training”, by Martin Persson, Centre for
Appearance Research,
University West of England, Bristol, United Kingdom, “Analysis of
changing in student
distribution at Budapest Business School College of Commerce,
Catering and Tourism: consequences and
tasks”, by Veronika Kovacs, Head of Career

The European Association of Career Guidance
(EACG) was founded in 2010, within the framework of
the European project “CAREEREUshop: One-StopService-Career-Guidance- Shop for Europe» which is
funded by the European Commission under the framework of the Life- Long Learning Programme.
More information about the conference can be found
at: www.career-eu.info
The ERASMUS Congress and
Exhibition is organized annually
since 2005. More information can
be found at www.eracon.info.

More information: www.eracon.info., http://www.eaec.eu.com/, http://www.career-eu.info/
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NEW MANAGEMENT BOARD 2014 - 2018 OF THE
EUROPEAN ASSOCIATION OF CAREER GUIDANCE
During the CAREER-EU 2014 Conference, which was
organized between the 28 April to 2 May 2014 in Nicosia Cyprus, the European Association of Career Guidance, EACG, held its General Assembly, during which
the new Management Board was elected for the years
2014-2018.

sels, Belgium;
Executive Treasurer: Simoula Christodoulou, University of Cyprus, Cyprus.



EACG is open to all natural and legal entities, and
has, among others, the following purposes:
1.
to enable information and experience
The Members of the newly elected EACManagement
exchange by career guidance counsellors and HR
Board for 2014-2108 are:
practitioners;

President: Dr. Gregory Makrides, University of
2.
to circulate provisions of the Europe
2020 Strategy and its updates in academic and
Cyprus, Cyprus;
professional circles;

Vice President: Roger Hessel, TOBB Economics
3.
to support the process of raising educaand Technology University,Economic Policy Fountion and professional standards and quality in
dation of Turkey, TEPAV,Turkey;
the territory of the European Union;

Vice President: Rosemary Strevinioti, Brussels
4.
to support and contribute to the EuroOffice, EOC, Belgium;
pean Employment and Vocational Education
Dr. Gregory Makrides
and Training Policies;

Member: Nicos Stathopoulos, Career Guidance
President of EACG
5.
to organize training and train-the-trainer
Expert, Greece;
courses for the promotion of Life-Long Learning

Member: Christina Kontogoulidou, University of Piraeus, Greece.
(LLP);
6.
to organize seminars and conferences, which will enThe Appointed members of the EACG Management Board for 2014-2018
able direct communication among the Association memare:
bers and beyond and for the definition of new areas of

Executive Vice President: Emma Zeniou, University of Cyprus,
the Association activities;
Cyprus;


Executive Secretary: Christos Katsalis, European Office Brus-

More information: http://www.eacg.eu/index.php?id=16

DO YOU UTILIZE THE HIDDEN JOB MARKET? IF NOT,
YOU’RE MISSING OUT - FIND OUT HOW!
Article by Joyce Fortier-Paxton, Career Coach and Counsellor

Even though the news reminds us every night that more and more people are out of work, I am
here to tell you that there are jobs being fill every day – in the hidden job market – it’s just a matter
of knowing where to look and how to find them.
While estimates vary as to how big the hidden job market really is, most people tracking these things
agree that it makes up about 80% of total employment opportunities. Yet, many job seekers have their
heads stuck in the job board postings that make up about 3% to 5% of job opportunities, and really yield
few results, and wonder why they aren’t getting results. The truth is you have a much higher chance of
landing a job when you seek out the hidden job market – there are many more jobs and there is much less
competition. Thus, how do you find the hidden job market?









Focus on several target companies you would like to work for, rather than on specific job openings;
Research these companies, thoroughly, finding out what their challenges might be and learning about the people who can help
you get in the door – look on the Internet, in general publications and trade journals;
Look for articles written by people who work at your target companies and begin building relationships with them by email,
LinkedIn, Twitter or Facebook – ask them to recommend others who might talk with you;
Talk with vendors, customers and employees of your target company – they can often tell you about upcoming jobs and opportunities (these are the hidden sources in the hidden job market);
Finally, contact the target manager, for the job you want, at each of your chosen companies – briefly explain who you are, what
you know about their business, and how you might help with some of the challenges they are facing. Ask for a 12-minute meeting so
you can demonstrate you ability to contribute to the bottom line – stick to 12-minutes. Be prepared to offer ideas and solutions the manager needs.

Using this approach can lead a manager to create a new job for you, once you’ve shown how talented and self-motivated you are
Keywords: hidden job market, employment, opportunities, job seekers, job openings, companies, research.
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ITALIAN PRESIDENCY AND THE ISSUE OF GROWTH AND
EMPLOYMENT
Italy, one of the six founding members of what was to become the European Union,
took over the rotating presidency of the Union’s Council of Ministers from Greece on
1 July 2014. The priorities of the Italian Presidency programme fall into three broad
areas: growth and employment; external relations; and justice and citizenship.
According to the Programme of the Italian Presidency of the Council of the EU, improving
economic growth and employment prospects mostly depends on the future of the European
integration process. The Italian Presidency will seek endeavour to place growth and employment at the centre of European policies and to define an economic framework capable
of encouraging structural reforms within member states. Real economy, “industrial renaissance”, with a particular focus on SMEs as well as energy and climate policies for 2030 will be at the heart of growth initiatives. The Italian presidency will work to strengthen the European Economic and Monetary Union and reduce the serious social “spread” in European
societies, to finance growth and support investments in sectors that are key for the future of our children, such as environmental protection, infrastructures and digital services. Italian Presidency will focus on sustainable development issues also through the creation of positive synergies with Expo Milano 2015, whose central topic is “Feeding the planet. Energy for life”.
More information: http://italia2014.eu/en

NEW STANDARD TO MEASURE SOCIAL IMPACT
European Commission has issued on 20 June 2014 a new standard, in order to allow social
enterprises of all sizes to better measure and demonstrate their social impact and so help
them in their discussions with partners, investors, and public sector funders. The standard, featured in a report on social impact measurement, will help European social enterprises to benefit from funding via the European Social Entrepreneurship Funds (EuSEF)
and the new Employment and Social Innovation programme (EaSI).
The report found that it was not possible to devise a rigid set of indicators in a top-down way to
measure social impact in all cases. Instead, it proposes a standard for social impact measurement
in five stages, which is flexible enough to be adapted to the needs of very different social enterprises. The necessity for a standard for the measurement of social impact is important in terms of
funding:




the EaSI programme stipulates that social enterprises must demonstrate that they are focused on achieving measurable, positive
social or societal impacts in order to benefit from support;
the new EuSEFs also require social businesses seeking financing to measure their social impact.

The development of a standard should help to avoid the current duplication of costs due to the fact that there are different approaches, as well as to encourage best practice in the rapidly evolving field of social impact measurement.
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=2083&furtherNews=yes

POSTING OF WORKERS ENFORCEMENT DIRECTIVE
The Council of Ministers of the EU has approved the new measures to better enforce EU rules on the
posting of workers. The new Posting of Workers Enforcement Directive will safeguard respect for
posted workers' rights in practice and strengthen the legal framework for service providers.
Strong safeguards to protect the rights of posted workers and to prevent 'social dumping' are laid down in the
1996 Posted Workers Directive (96/71/EC) that presents a core of mandatory rules regarding the terms and
conditions of employment to be applied to an employee posted to work in another Member State. The new
Enforcement Directive will help to ensure that these rules are better applied in practice, especially in some
sectors such as construction and road haulage, where for example so-called 'letter box' companies (without any real economic activity in
their 'home' country) have been using false 'posting' to circumvent national rules on social security and labour conditions.
More information: http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_MEMO-14-344_en.htm
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LOWERED SKILLED WORKERS FACE INCREASING
DIFFICULTIES TO FIND A JOB
Low-skilled workers encounter increasing difficulties to find a job, face lower job
stability and are out-competed by medium-skilled workers even in elementary occupations. In contrast, job opportunities are growing in some high-skilled professions.
These are the main findings of the European Vacancy and Recruitment Report 2014
published on 23 June 2014.
The report also highlights the increase in temporary and part-time work during the crisis
and underlines the need to better support school-to-work transitions, to decrease segmentation of the labour markets and to up-skill jobseekers, particularly the low qualified. The
Vacancy Report identifies three clusters of countries according to their labour market conditions:


countries worst hit by the recession (such as Greece, Spain and Portugal);



best performers during the crisis (such as Austria, Sweden and Germany);





Conducting pay audits in large companies and making them available to workers' representatives and social partners on request;
countries (such as Hungary, Poland and Slovakia) characterised by labour market shortages in certain highskilled professions.

Among the several key findings of the report, it also emphasizes the need for Member States to implement policy initiatives designed to better support jobseekers, such as the Youth Guarantee. Funding from EU Structural Funds is available
to help Member States to address the economic and social challenges Europe faces between now and 2020, including
more than 80 billion EUR (in current prices) to be invested in human capital via the European Social Fund.
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?catId=738&langId=en&pubId=7711

WIDE DISPARITIES IN WORKING SATISFACTION
While just over half of European workers perceive working conditions in their country to be good
(53%),a majority (57%) nevertheless think that their working conditions have deteriorated in the
last 5 years, according to a Eurobarometer survey published on April 2014, which looks at how
the quality of work has been affected by the crisis.
Although most workers are satisfied with their own working conditions (77% on average in the EU), there
is a very wide disparity across Member States, ranging from 94% in Denmark to 38% in Greece. Generally, most workers express high levels of satisfaction with their working hours (80%) and health and
safety at work (85%).
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/flash/fl_398_sum_en.pdf

EUROPEAN PLATFORM AGAINST UNDECLARED JOBS

The European Commission has proposed on 9 April 2014 the creation of a European Platform to
improve cooperation at EU level in order to prevent and deter undeclared work more effectively .
The new Platform would bring together all enforcement bodies involved in tackling undeclared work,
such as labour and social security inspectorates and tax and migration authorities, as well as other
stakeholders, such as EU-level representatives of employers and employees. The proposal envisages
that all Member States should be members of the Platform, as undeclared work affects all of them, and
joint participation of all EU countries is crucial to address cross-border situations.
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/social/main.jsp?langId=en&catId=89&newsId=2055&furtherNews=yes
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EUROPEAN SKILLS PASSPORT FOR THE
HOSPITALITY SECTOR
The European Commission has launched on 17 June 2014 the European Hospitality Skills Passport, a tool developed to facilitate contact between jobseekers and employers in the hospitality
and tourism sector in Europe. The Skills Passport allows workers and employers to overcome
language barriers and to compare hospitality workers' skills in order to facilitate recruitment in
the sector.
The hospitality sector is by its nature an environment where international experience, language skills, and
mobility are highly advantageous. However, as a jobseeker it can be difficult to explain and prove to employers what a specific role in another country meant in practice. At the same time employers have trouble understanding what skills a potential employee has, just by looking at their CV. The European Hospitality Skills Passport offers an effective and easy-to-use solution.
The Skills Passport is an initiative of the Commission in association with HOTREC, the umbrella association representing hotels, restaurants, cafés and similar establishments in Europe and EFFAT, the European Federation of Trade Unions in the Food, Agriculture and Tourism sectors. In the Skills Passport,
workers can record all the skills and competences gained during their education, training and practical
work experience in an easily accessible format. The Passport complements the traditional Curriculum
Vitae and enables employers to quickly overcome language barriers and to find the skilled workers they
need to fill their vacancies providing learners and workers with a single access point to obtain information
and services supporting a European area of skills and qualifications
More information: http://tinyurl.com/mel8zqt

STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK FOR
HEALTH AND SAFETY AT WORK
To better protect the more than 217 million workers in the EU from work-related accidents
and diseases, the European Commission presented on 6th of June 2014 a new Strategic
Framework on Health and Safety at Work 2014 – 2020, which identifies key challenges and
strategic objectives for health and safety at work and presents key actions and instruments
to address these. This new Framework aims at ensuring that the EU continues to play a leading role in the promotion of high standards for working conditions both within Europe and
internationally, in line with the Europe 2020 Strategy.
The Strategic Framework has identified a range of actions under seven key strategic objectives:


Further consolidating national health and safety;



Providing practical support to small and micro enterprises to help them to better comply with health and safety rules;



Improving enforcement by Member States for example by evaluating the performance of national labour inspectorates.








Simplifying existing legislation where appropriate to eliminate unnecessary administrative burdens, while preserving a high level
of protection for workers’ health and safety.
Addressing the ageing of the European workforce and improving prevention of work-related diseases to tackle existing and new
risks such as nanomaterials, green technology and biotechnologies.
Improving statistical data collection to have better evidence and developing monitoring tools.
Reinforcing coordination with international organisations (such as the International Labour Organisation (ILO), the World Health
Organisation (WHO) and the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) and partners to contribute to
reducing work accidents and occupational diseases and to improving working conditions worldwide.

Last but not least, the Strategic Framework identifies instruments to implement these actions, such as social dialogue, awareness raising, enforcement of EU legislation, synergies with other policy areas (e.g. public health, education) and EU funds, like the European
Social Fund (ESF) and the Employment and Social Innovation (EaSI) programme which are available to support the implementation of
health and safety rules.
More information: http://www.eqavet.eu/gns/news/latest-news/14-02-25/e-Skills_in_Europe.aspx
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AGREEMENT WHICH WILL BOOST FUNDING
OPPORTUNITIES FOR SMES
Thanks to the 1,3 bn EUR allocated in the COSME budget for SME financing, it will be possible to mobilise up to 25 bn EUR via leverage effects from financial intermediaries over
the next seven years. The agreement paves the way for providing equity and debt financing for SMEs under the COSME programme by the end of 2014. Following the signature of
the agreement, the European Investment Fund (EIF) will open call for expression of interest to which eligible financial institutions (banks, guarantee institutions, funds etc.) can
apply. After a thorough due diligence process, the EIF will select financial intermediaries
which can then make the new finance available to European SMEs across all sectors.
It is expected that up to 330.000 SMEs – 90% of which will have up to maximum 10 employees - will receive loans backed by COSME
guarantees, with the total value of lending reaching up to 21 bn EUR. A part of the COSME budget will also be invested in funds that
provide venture capital for the expansion stage of SMEs, in particular those operating across borders. The fund managers will operate
on a commercial basis, to ensure that investments are focused on SMEs with the greatest growth potential.
More information: http://tinyurl.com/k3hvf3h

STIMULATING DIGITAL ENTREPRENEURSHIP
The main challenge entrepreneurs are facing in
Europe is not the lack of great ideas but the fear
of turning ideas into reality. Many people with
great ideas refrain from entrepreneurship because of their doubts. Only 6% of the adult
population of Europe is engaged in a new business, compared with 13% in the US. That’s why
the European Commission launched on 29 April
2014 the Watify platform together with ICT
stakeholders.
Promoting digital entrepreneurship by taking away
these doubts, it’s estimated that 1, 5 million additional jobs would be created in the EU Internet
Economy, if the entire EU mirrors the entrepreneurship performance of the US or Sweden. Watify

aims to help those entrepreneurs/intrapreneurs
to overcome the barriers that prevent them from
starting their own business.
This initiative will help them to understand that
every successful entrepreneur has had moments of
doubt and that success begins to materialise the
moment you start making your idea happen.
The platform also aims to help established companies in all industry sectors by showing them there
are a lot of opportunities to transform their business
using digital technologies, taking away any doubts
they might have and stimulate them into taking
action. The Watify initiative will be run throughout
Europe for two years.

More information: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/dem/watify/about-watify

SMES AND THEIR LOAN APPLICATIONS
A new evaluation published on 15 April 2014 confirms that the smaller a firm, the larger the likelihood
that its credit application might be declined by a financial institution. In particular, smaller companies
are struggling to obtain feedback from banks on their declined credit applications even if they have the
right to ask for it.
Research results indicate that clear benefits would derive for SMEs from obtaining such feedback: about half of
SME respondents to the survey found the feedback received by banks useful as regards obtaining future funding. To tackle the issues reported in the findings, the evaluation recommends the revival of dialogue on transparency between banks and representatives of SMEs, to raise awareness of enterprises as regards their rights to
obtain feedback and to develop an agreed standard of feedback to SMEs. To present the results of the evaluation and discuss its recommendations with stakeholders, the dialogue between banks and SMEs will be rean
mated in the course of 2014. The aim is to improve transparency between banks and SMEs, encourage banks
to find ways to improve the feedback they give to SMEs and raise awareness on the relevance of such a feedback on loan applications.
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/enterprise/policies/finance/index_en.htm
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EUROPEAN JOB MOBILITY BULLETIN
APRIL EDITION
The European Job Mobility Bulletin provides an analysis of vacancies posted on the EURES jobs
portal by national public employment services. It is specifically targeted at people looking for
work outside their home region/country, and at EURES advisers aiming to help them.
According to 12th edition of the European Job Mobility Bulletin, based on the vacancies published on the
EURES portal, the top 5 jobs in Europe are: Personal care and related workers, Finance and sales associate professionals, Housekeeping and restaurant services workers, Shop salespersons and demonstrators, and Electrical and electronic equipment mechanics and fitters.
More information: http://tinyurl.com/qzdvxe4

SOCIAL AGENDA—JUNE 2014 ISSUE
The June 2014 issue of the Social Agenda focuses on the new European Social Fund and on the
European Globalisation Adjustment Fund 2014-2020. Through the European Social Fund, more
than €80 billion will be invested in Europe's people over the next 7 years. Self-employed, temporary workers and fixed-term workers can now also benefit from the European Globalisation Adjustment Fund 2014-2020 when they have lost their jobs as a result of major structural changes in
world trade patterns due to globalisation.
Some of the statistics contained in this issue: EU needs to create 4 million jobs, just in order to get back
to pre-crisis employment levels. In 2013, there were 216.4 million people in employment in the EU, including 43.7 million part-time workers of which 9.9 million (23% of part-time workers) were underemployed. There were also 26.2 million people unemployed and 137.2 million economically inactive. The
portal of the EURES pan-European on-line jobs agency has jumped from 175 000 registered jobseekers
in 2007 to 1 100 000 in 2013, however, containing only around 30% of the national pools of vacancies. At
present, about 700 000 people move annually from one EU country to another and about 2.9 million EU
citizens would ideally like to do so.
More information: http://tinyurl.com/q4vkwcd

SURVEY ON THE EUROPEAN AREA OF SKILLS AND
QUALIFICATIONS
A new Eurobarometer survey on the 'European Area of Skills and Qualifications' (Special Eurobarometer 417) shows also that around a quarter (23%) of EU citizens feel that their education or
training has not provided them with the skills to find a job in line with their qualifications. While over
half of the respondents (56%) think their qualifications would be recognised in other Member States,
6% tried to work or study in another Member State but were unable to do so, either because their
qualifications were not recognised by their prospective employer or education institution, or because the respondents lacked information about recognition of their qualifications abroad.
The survey's findings are echoed by the results of a separate Commission online consultation, 'Towards a
European Area for Skills and Qualifications', aimed at education and training specialists. It collated views on
the obstacles faced by people in having their skills and qualifications recognised across Europe and found
that there is strong support for action to simplify European tools for recognition of skills and qualifications, to
make them more coherent and easier to use, and to ensure a stronger focus on the needs of pupils, students, workers and employers. Respondents also call for more emphasis in education and training on what
is learnt rather than the number of hours of instruction.
More information: http://ec.europa.eu/public_opinion/archives/ebs/ebs_417_en.pdf
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UPCOMING EVENTS


IMOTION Final Conference - Integration and Promotion of Administrative Staff Training at Universities across Europe
9 September 2014, Brussels, Belgium.
http://www.unica-network.eu/event/imotion-final-conference



1st International Conference on Leisure, Recreation and Tourism
16-18 October 2014 Harkany, Hungary.
http://www.iclrt.hu



The Thirteenth International Symposium on Intelligent Data Analysis (IDA 2014)
30 October - 1 November 2014 Leuven, Belgium
http://www.iclrt.hu



Conference on Entrepreneurship, Innovation and Enterprise Dynamics
8-9 December 2014, Paris, France.
http://www.oecd.org/sti/inno/enterprise-dynamics-conference-2014.htm

HOW TO BECOME A MEMBER
The Association is open to any individual or organisation interested or dealing with Career or Employment issues, as well as
any organisation willing to become a One-Stop-Service-Shop for Career Guidance.
The application procedure to become a member of the Association is very easy. The following link provides direct access to
the subscription webpage and all the necessary information that the applicant needs to know:
http://www.career-eu.info/index.php?id=137
The Association offers two kind of subscription schemes:
 For Institutional/Organization membership €150
 For Individual membership €100
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